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1. Introduction
We commend the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) inquiry
into restrictions on the free flow of information on the Internet, particularly at a time when the
U.S. government’s approach to Internet policy has been marked by dissonance and contradiction.
Between the State department's push for Internet freedom,1 the Federal Communication
Commissions’ regulator efforts on Net Neutrality, the administration’s push for more extensive
Internet surveillance in the name of national security, and the strengthening of website takedown
and censorship mechanisms in the name of copyright enforcement, the U.S. government’s
actions in aggregate send contradictory signals about Internet control versus Internet freedom.
We respectfully take this opportunity to provide a range of examples where policies create
environments that restrict the free flow of information. Some examples demonstrate restrictions
resulting from direct government action, such as Internet filtering regimes and censorship via
intermediary platforms. However, we also take this opportunity to demonstrate how government
1
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inaction can allow companies to stand in the way of freedom of speech and communication. We
stress that this is not an exhaustive list of isolated incidents but part of a range of policies that
can result in the restriction of the free flow of information on the Internet. While repressive
regimes are in many cases intentionally restrictive, otherwise well-intentioned policies of
democracies – in the pursuit of security, child protection, copyright protection, and other
commercial aims – can also create barriers to the free flow of information, or provide
justification for more oppressive censorship.
In our filing, we stress that the Internet is a shared resource, with over a billion networked
devices and a global community created by over 26,000 independent and autonomous networks. 2
All Internet users benefit from spillover effects.3 Similar to common pool resources like water
and air that sustain and nourish life, the Internet provides value across borders by enabling and
nourishing innovation, collaboration, and new forms of communication and cooperative
development. The interconnection of ideas, economies, and innovation between people
throughout the world maximizes the democratic and economic potential of the Internet. The
effects of information policy are far reaching, impacting human rights and freedoms of
expression, and restrictions can hide government abuses, prevent organizing, or create chilling
effects.4 Whether caused by insufficiently accountable or transparent state interference or weak
regulation of private actors, restrictions on information flows can occur throughout the Internet
ecosystem. As an added challenge, countries connected by the Internet have vastly differing
cultural norms, levels of political accountability in their governance, and commercial and
economic regulatory regimes, further complicating any potential harmony in international
information policy frameworks.
In pursuing the free flow of information on the Internet, the NTIA must consider the global
implications of long-term policies across varying legal regimes and political systems. In
approaching this issue we urge the NTIA to act on principles of openness, contributing to a
consistent U.S. government policy domestically and internationally to promote the exchange of
free thought, democracy, innovation, and information.
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2. Types of Restrictions to the Free Flow of Information on the Internet
Direct Government Censorship
The clearest examples of restrictions are cases in which government-mandated filters or policies
actively block citizens’ access to information. These examples include government-imposed
network traffic filtering technology resulting in the blocking of access to specific websites,
restricting the access of specific users or a class of users, or creating barriers to accessing the
Internet.
Network level Filtering
Access to information can be restricted by placing filtering technology directly into the networks.
Many countries employ filtering technology to block access to types of content, keywords or
applications by preventing data transmissions. For example, the government of China has
implemented a nationwide system of Internet filtering tamper with DNS resolution or block
access to specific IP addresses. As described by the Open Net Initiative (ONI), China’s filtering
system also uses TCP reset for “content filtering by keyword targets...regardless of where
[content] is hosted.”5 Filters check for keywords in both the header and content of packets of
data, and terminate the connection if a prohibited keyword is detected.
China is not alone among countries that filter at the network level. For example, Iran and
Pakistan both use network level filters. According to ONI, all public Internet traffic in Iran is
routed through proxy servers where filtering software can block specific keywords or websites.6
Pakistan has attempted to block “pornographic and blasphemous” websites through content
filters placed at Internet exchanges.7 Blogspot.com was blocked entirely during 2006 in addition
to a number of human rights websites.8 Facebook.com was blocked in Syria in November 2007,
and Blogger, YouTube, and political websites have also reportedly been blocked.9 The blacklist
maintained by National Telecommunications Corporation in Sudan, filtering content before
entering the country, includes websites viewed to be blasphemous to Islam.10 In total, the Saudi
authorities claim to have blocked some 400,000 websites, including the site newarabia.org, a
political discussion forum, and the blog hosting website blogger.com In Tunisia, censored
websites include those for political opposition, independent news, and human rights
organizations.11 Websites now inaccessible include those of Tunisnews, Nawaat, Tunisonline,
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Assabilonline, Reporters Without Borders, and Al-Jazeera in Arabic. Al-Jazeera in English,
however, is still available.12
To block child pornography, copyright, or other illegal content, some democratic countries filter
Internet content as well. For example, New Zealand has begun maintaining blacklist,13 and
Australia has discussed nation-wide Internet filtering.14 Denmark and Sweden maintain blacklists
for websites suspected of hosting child pornography.15
Barriers to Access
Barriers to access can create de-facto restrictions to Internet access. At times, these can be
monetary hurdles. For example, ONI reports that in Myanmar “[n]etwork-ready computers must
be registered (for a fee).”16 Additionally, government permission is required if anyone wishes to
publish a website.17 In Cuba, access to the World Wide Web is possible from hotels but at a
highly prohibited cost: $6 an hour when the average monthly salary reaches about $20.18
Data speeds can be controlled on a national level, limiting access technologically Since 2006, the
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Iran has maintained an order
prohibiting individual Internet access speeds greater than 128 kbps,19 which can impact an endusers ability to transmit, upload, or view media as well as use communications tools such as
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) or video chat. Iran and Burma have both slowed bandwidth
speeds during political situations like elections.20
Internet connections can also be directly severed for entire regions. For example, following riots
in the Xinjiang province in July 2009, the Chinese government cut off Internet access to the
12
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province for six months as well as other forms of communication such as text messaging and
international phone calls.21
Attempts by democratic governments to transition legal frameworks to the digital domain can
also create barriers to access. While these barriers may be unintended, they can impact the free
flow of information. For example, in May 2010, a German court ruled users were required to
password protect their wireless networks.22 While intended to guard against illegal downloads,
the policy can hamper attempts to create community wireless networks.
Mandating User Disconnection
Some countries have viewed disconnecting users from the Internet as solution to copyright
infringement, proposing or passing laws that require ISPs to terminate the Internet connection to
a home if user is accused of transferring copyrighted material three times. In France, the law
"Création et Internet" creates a new agency, Haute Autorité pour la Diffusion des Œuvres et la
Protection des Droits sur Internet, to maintain a blacklist of accused households. A household is
blacklisted and cut off from Internet access from any ISP for three months to a year after three
accusations.23 Ireland has followed with similar legislation.24 Similar language recommending all
countries follow suit was removed from a draft release of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade
Agreement released in April 2010.25
State-enabled Intermediary Censorship
With many emerging modes of communication, the government is not the only entity positioned
to engage in censorship activity. A variety of players are involved in accessing and sharing
information on the Internet. From Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to blog hosting websites,
these intermediaries exist at points in the network at which the flow of information can be
restricted or controlled. Whether intentional or unintentional, government policies create and
shape the markets that enable or prevent, or even encourage or discourage, such activity. For
example, policy frameworks that create broad legal liability on intermediaries and mandate
responsibility for content, such as content traversing on a network or posted on a website, create
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pressures and incentives to monitor and restrict information.26 As the Center for Democracy and
Technology has found, intermediary liability leads to the self-censorship of information.27
Mandating ISP blockage
The responsibility for filtering content can be delegated by a state to network operators. For
example, the Chinese government requires ISPs to block specific websites and monitor the
activities of users. ONI reports “ISPs are required to record important data (such as
identification, URLs visited, length of visit, and activities) for all their users for at least 60
days.”28 ISPs also must monitor and ensure that no illegal content is hosted on servers.29 A
similar law in Iran, the Bill of Cyber Crimes’ Sanctions ratified in 2008, “requires ISPs to ensure
that ‘forbidden’ content is not displayed on their servers.”30
Internet Intermediaries
Web services, such as hosting or search services, represent additional points where intermediary
liability can restrict the flow of information. For example, according to Human Rights Watch, all
Internet content providers in China, such as websites that host news or blogs, are responsible for
all content hosted on the website regardless of author.31 Rather than government defined lists,
these websites each maintain their own lists of banned keywords. In testing keyword sensitivity
of 15 different blog hosts in China Rebecca MacKinnon found sites removing content related to
such subjects as the Olympics, corruption, and Tibet. 32
Websites that host video can also be subject to liability. For example, ONI reports that the
Chinese government warned web hosting site Tudou.com for “hosting improper videos” in
March 2008.33
In democracies, policies intended to protect privacy or children can also result create pressures
on intermediaries for example, Google was targeted in Italy for a video a user uploaded to
YouTube depicting an individual with Down syndrome being bullied. In 2010, three Google
executives were convicted and sentenced to six-month suspended sentences for the video.34
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Device Control
Even if government policies are not overtly restrictive, the lack of adequate consumer protections
can result in allowing companies pursue business practices that restrict the flow of information.
One example in the United States is how network operators restrict network access to a limited
set of devices and can affect the types of information that can flow on the network. Prior to the
1968 Carterfone decision users in the United States were prohibited from attaching “foreign
attachments” – telephones and other equipment made by manufacturers other than AT&T – to
the AT&T network. After Carterfone, when devices such as fax machines to dial-up modems
were allowed to connect, communication and transmission of information was revolutionized.
Despite Carterfone, users in the United States remain limited in their use of mobile networks and
mobile devices. Mobile operators increasingly prevent user modifications that can unlock
additional features such as tethering or open application choice. Sometimes called “jailbreaking”
or “rooting,” modifying the software on a device has been granted a fair-use exemption by the
U.S. Copyright Office.35 Devices are increasingly being designed to make this practice
difficult.36 For example, the Motorola Android-based phone, the Droid X, contained an “eFuse”,
a piece of software that renders the device inoperable if any unauthorized software is detected.
The T-Mobile G2 phone with Google stored “some components in read-only memory,” rollingback user modifications to the software.37 Although savvy individuals find solutions to barriers
like these,38 locking down devices and software creates barriers to communication.
Short Codes
Short codes are another a clear example of restrictive behavior by wireless network operators in
the United States, unintentionally facilitated by the government. Short codes are five or six
character numbers that can allow organizations to easily communicate with individual people
using text messages. Through short codes, these groups can disseminate information or updates
on business or policy matters of value to their opt-in users. Unfortunately, the process of
acquiring and deploying a short code takes place in a messy and complicated market with lax
government oversight. Small organizations, including many nonprofits, go through facilitating
organizations that specialize in short code campaigns and other outreach technologies. These
facilitators must then go through professional short code aggregators, which establish
relationships with each individual wireless company in order to unify the phone numbers used in
the campaigns.
35
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This complicated market has exhibited numerous examples of censorship. In the earliest widely
publicized incident, Verizon Wireless refused to permit an abortion rights group, NARAL ProChoice America, to use its short code to communicate with interested opt-in users on policy
issues.39 Verizon’s rationale was that the company did not wish to allow its customers to receive
messages from any organization “that seeks to promote an agenda or distribute content that...
may be seen as controversial or unsavory to any [Verizon] users.” After substantial media
pressure, Verizon reversed its decision, but not after causing significant harm and expense.
Regardless of the company’s motives, Verizon’s action constituted deliberate censorship of
political speech and organizing activity, enabled by lax government oversight. Despite being
built on top of text messages, a service well within the purview of the Federal Communications
Commission’s oversight over all communications by wire or radio, neither short codes nor text
messages themselves have ever been classified or subject to government oversight by the FCC.
A petition was filed in 2007, on the heels of Verizon’s act of glaring censorship, to ask the FCC
to classify these services and to exercise rulemaking authority to prevent similar abuses going
forward.40 The FCC has failed to act on this petition, leaving text messaging and short codes in a
state of legal limbo.
The result of government inactivity has been the continued existence of a market that enables
pervasive censorship. In the spring of 2010, Sprint threatened to discontinue a short code in use
by Catholic Relief Services to help connect interested individuals to a call center to learn more
about disaster relief efforts in Haiti.41 In the fall of 2010, T-Mobile prevented the use of a short
code by a California medical marijuana dispensary listing service.42 Although it’s unclear
whether or to what extent censorship in short codes is done out of a desire to censor content - for
example, it seems unlikely that Sprint would have wanted to inconvenience Catholic Relief
Services on the basis of the group’s substantive message - the impact and the effect of censorship
is significant and harmful regardless of its underlying motive. On the one hand, this censorship
exists in some part because of government action in allocating spectrum and shaping wireless
markets that give rise to short code services that enable censorship of political speech and
activity. On the other hand, the censorship occurs in larger part due to government inaction - the
failure of the government to take a meaningful role in protecting the open flow of information
and speech.
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Discriminatory Networks
Networks are the conduits for the flow of information but information over these networks is not
always treated equally. Whereas a government can actively restrict the free flow of information
by using filtering technology, government policies can enable network operators to create
restrictions for their own financial gains when open network requirements are not in place.
Commonly referred to as Network Neutrality, the principle requires network operators to treat all
traffic equally and not discriminate against any content, application, or service.
One infamous example of a non-neutral network occurred in the United States in 2007 when
Robb Topolski noticed that his BitTorrent file transfers of public domain music were
consistently failing. After troubleshooting, Topolski discovered that Comcast, his ISP, was
intercepting packets sent from his computer and inserting RST packets that caused his
connections to reset.43 In Europe, several ISPs restrict video, VoIP, or peer-to-peer protocols.
Other examples of non-neutral networks include restricting access to websites, such as UK ISP
BT blocking access to the Pirate Bay website in 2009,44 or Canadian company Telus blocking
access to the website of the Telecommunications Workers’ Union of Canada in 2005.45 Mobile
network operators also limit traffic by blocking specific applications such as VoIP or the ability
to share the network connection with other devices, also known as tethering.
Neither the Federal Communications Commission in the United States nor the European
Commission in Europe has acted to preserve neutral networks. Canada introduced rules in
2009.46

3. Trade Agreements
The Internet facilitates business by enabling new forms of communication while introducing new
markets and innovations. Trade policy is one lever that can impact how the Internet operates as a
global network. While we have described a range of Internet restrictions, these methods for
explicit political censorship can also inherently block access to domestic markets and potentially
protect the market interests of incumbents.47
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However, trade agreements can also threaten the flow of Information and create challenges in
addressing other policy objectives. For examples, some leaked drafts of the Anti-Counterfeiting
Trade Agreement (ACTA) have revealed provisions that work against freedom of expression and
create barriers to innovations or new technologies. One such provision proposed restricting
Internet access of households accused of infringing copyright,48 creating an imbalanced policy
framework that leaned towards reducing access to information. Another provision, present even
in a draft recently released by the United States Trade Representative,49 proposes to block user
attempts to circumvent Digital Rights Management (DRM).50 Devices such as cell phones can be
locked by manufacturers and carriers to prevent some functionality. For example, when the first
cell phones with cameras were released in the United States, users were forced to pay for
compounded fees in order to transfer the images to a computer,51 and VoIP applications were
also initially blocked from cellular networks.52 While users’ right to change software on their
phone or unlock additional features has been upheld in the United States,53 an international level
ban on circumvention of DRM could greatly restrict how information is captured and shared.
Additionally, restrictions on the flow of information on the Internet through trade agreements can
create additional challenges for other U.S. policy objectives. Trade agreements do not guarantee
a holistic approach to Internet openness, and any restrictions created through them will be
interpreted differently by nations that have strong civil rights and freedom of expression
frameworks and those that do not. Provisions that limit access to the Internet, monitor
communications, or restrict the flexibility of software or devices to can create justifications for
additional restrictions particularly in nations whose civil frameworks encourage censorship.

4. Effects on the flow of information
Additional Restrictions on the Individual
For the individual, the examples of restrictions described in these comments create barriers to
communicate or access information. The above examples of restrictions implemented by
government or network operators demonstrate a range of ways, from blocked websites to lockeddown communications technology websites, in which individuals face restricted flows of
information, access to innovations, and the ability to tell their story.
48
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However, policies can also create a culture of self-censorship. As Wendy Seltzer writes
“overbroad ‘subversive activities’ law” can have a chilling effect where individuals err on the
side of precaution.54 Seltzer cites Drombrowski v. Pfister: “The chilling effect upon the exercise
of First Amendment rights may derive from the fact of the prosecution, unaffected by the
prospects of its success of failure.”55 Overly broad or ambiguously defined laws for acceptable
behavior, particularly when combined with deification requirements, can create chilling effects –
and examples can be found in a growing number of countries. For example in South Korea,
websites with over 100,000 visitors must verify the real names of users, resulting in the
investigation and even prosecution of Internet users who spoke critically of the government and
who would otherwise have remained anonymous – or at very least much more difficult to trace.56
Internet cafe operators in Syria must record the names, identification cards, and times of use of
their customers.57 In China, users must register with real names for the use of some services,58
and cyber cafes, popular among lower income populations, monitor users through cameras and
through software installed on the computers.59 Last May, the Chinese minister of the State
Council Information Office, said the authorities were “exploring an identity authentication
system” for users of online forums. Internet users are currently required to register before posting
comments on these site but they can use a pseudonym to post. Wang said that, after preventing
anonymous posting on major news portals and commercial websites, the aim now was to extend
the system to online forums and chat websites.60
On 29 April 2010, the Chinese parliament passed an amendment to the State Secrets Law forcing
Internet and telecommunications companies to cooperate closely with the authorities on matters
relating to national security.61 In China, computers are sold with “Green Dam Youth Escort,”
software that has been found to censor political and religious content as well as monitor user
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data.62 Though initially required on all computers, China has since softened requirements on
foreign manufacturers to install the software, although efforts continue to require the installation
of monitoring and filtering software on devices deployed at the institutional level.63
Restrictions on Groups
Policy environments can create barriers for groups seeking to organize around political issues or
communications. From blocked content on websites to limited modes of communications,
various Internet restrictions can result from direct government control or but also lack of
protections that support the free flow of information. For example, direct control was
demonstrated by Iran in blocking access to Facebook and Twitter before elections in 2009. 64
Direct control can be exemplified by policies that create norms of allowable or censored speech,
such the Chinese government driving blog hosting websites to block a range of content based on
regular censorship requests from several government departments. Device or protocol limitations
can also create barriers, such as China blocking calls from VoIP to telephone calls.65
While likely not the intention of government policies, lack of protections can also result
companies placing restrictions on groups. For example the lack of requirements for network
operators to maintain neutral networks enabled Telus to block access to the Telecommunications
Workers’ Union of Canada website in 2005.66 Additionally, T -mobile blocked access to
Truphone in the UK before the government stepped in to protect consumer communications.67
Restrictions on Innovators
Restrictions to networks can create challenges for innovators to bring new products to market.
On a neutral network, packets of data is transmitted been users across and between networks on a
non-discriminatory framework. Any type of information is able to pass and the network neither
promotes nor hinders any particular application or content. Neutral networks allow for an open
Internet layer and low barriers to entry for new ideas and innovations and insulate competition
among applications and services from market incentives of the network layer.68 As Riley and
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Topolski explain, the “performance of an application or service online as compared to its
competitors is determined by the design and engineering of the application or service.”69
However, when networks are not neutral and discriminate or place restrictions on the traffic of an
application or service, network operators, acting in their own interest or that of the State, are able
to operate as a gatekeeper, controlling information or applications over the network. Riley and
Topolski use a hypothetical scenario of RealPlayer and YouTube:
“Imagine if RealVideo, the video format used in RealPlayer, was classified as a priority
application upon its original release in 1997. Upon its introduction in 2005, YouTube
might not have received the same level of priority, because it uses a fundamentally
different protocol and business model--YouTube hosts video itself, whereas RealVideo is
hosted on individual websites. After eight years of prioritized use, the video quality of
RealVideo would have held a substantial advantage over the new entrant, YouTube,
which would be effectively degraded by the imposition of priority for RealPlayer.
YouTube would have faced an uphill battle to adoption, being required to compete as a
video service without priority; it might well have failed, while on a level playing field, it
flourished.”70
Additionally, as Barbara van Schewick explains integrating network layers reduces the flexibility
inherent to the Internet: “[i]n an integrated architecture, it is usually not possible to make
changes to a component that do not trigger changes in the rest of the system.”71 Network based
blocking of content, restrictions on speed, or discrimination against applications can all create
barriers to innovators attempting to introduce new applications and services.

5. Recommendations for preserving openness
The issues raised in this proceeding are broad, and span many agendas and agencies across, both
domestic and international implications. This proceeding affects those who preserve individual
human rights and free expression, as well as those who strive for responsible economic policies.
Free and open information flow matters as much for culture as it does for free trade, as much for
democracy as for intellectual property. An open Internet created by an open, global flow of
information provides both the host forum and the access mechanism for all of these activities,
and consequently, a diverse range of agendas is implicated by any harm to this flow.
Promoting the global free flow of information is broader than any small set of specific policy
actions. While it is important to address governments that engage in direct harmful censorship, it
69
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is also important to consider how other policies can result in restrictions on the part of
companies. This proceeding is about whether government policies create an environment that
promotes the free flow of information or enables and incentivizes restrictions. Between different
nations, a pro-information approach is not a drag-and-drop policy framework but one that creates
an environment promoting access to information.
Pro-information policy can be defined by government inaction – such as not actively censoring
information or conducting surveillance – or by government action – preventing censorship by
foreign governments or private corporations, and strengthening safe harbors that protect
intermediaries from being required or encouraged to participate in censorship activity.
With respect to the NTIA, a pro-information policy requires a comprehensive, and unified,
approach throughout the executive branch and independent agencies, both domestically and
internationally.72 Pro-information policy must be a calculation in how United States approaches
economic policy, trade, telecommunications, crime, education, health, and many other areas.
Commenters encourage the NTIA to support pro-information policy in all its activities,
beginning, but not ending with the current active initiatives in the Department of Commerce, and
extending into the NTIA’s advisory role for other federal agencies.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/
James Losey
Rebecca MacKinnon
Benjamin Lennett
Open Technology Initiative
New America Foundation
M. Chris Riley
Free Press
Eddan Katz
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Rashmi Rangnath
Public Knowledge
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